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Asanas in Prone Posture and Slow Pranayamas Can Prevent
Respiratory Complications in COVID-19 Patients
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Worldwide more than 31 million have been reported
till date to suffer from corona virus disease 2019
(COVID-19) and daily about ninety thousand
positive cases are reported from India alone. About
10% of all symptomatic COVID-19 patients present
with dyspnoea, interstitial pneumonia and few may
progress to acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) and multiorgan dysfunction.[1] It has been
reported that most common cause of mortality in
COVID-19 is the acute respiratory failure. Though
antiviral drugs, chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine
and respiratory therapies are being used, there are
several ongoing clinical trials on traditional medicines
for development of new therapies and vaccines, till
date there is no evidence of any effective treatment
for COVID-19. Prone positioning has been used
as an effective therapy in ARDS, particularly when
initiated in the early stage of it.[2] Recent reports have
suggested improvement in respiratory functions of
COVID-19 patients with prone positioning.[3] Based
on postures in which asanas are practiced, they are
divided into standing asanas, sitting asanas, supine
asanas and prone asanas.[4] As prone positioning
facilitates pulmonary functions, it is expected that
prone asanas will promote respiratory functions.
The practice of chandranadi pranayama (left-nostril
breathing) and anulom-vilom pranayama (alternatenostril breathing) has been demonstrated to have
maximum beneficial effects on autonomic and
cardiorespiratory functions.[5,6] Pal’s slow pranayama
schedule that comprises of both chandranadi and
anulom-vilom pranayama’s has been documented
to be effective in preventing ventricular tachycardia
by improving vagal tone by modulating the process
of respiratory sinus arrythmia.[7] Therefore, we
assume that practice of asanas in prone posture and
slow pranayama will improve cardio-respiratory
functions in COVID-19, especially if practiced in
the early phase of the disease.The asana-pranayama
schedule could be as given below. Following eight
asanas in prone posture as described in yoga book,[4]
can be practiced:
i)
Ardha-shalabhasana (half-locust pose): 2 min.
ii) Shalabhasana (locust pose): 2 min
iii) Bhujangasana (cobra pose): 2 min
iv) Sphinx asana: 3 min
v) Makarasana (Crocodile pose): 3 min
vi) Jyestikasana (superior posture): 3 min

vii) Matsya kridasana (flapping fish pose): 5 min.
viii) Advasana (reversed corpse-pose or opposite
shavasana): 5 min
Pranayama schedule: The patient can practice
slow breathing pranayama (both chandranadi and
anulom-vilom),[5,6] or the procedure as described
in Pal’s pranayama schedule,[7] in which one cycle
of pranayama consists of two rounds of slow
chandranadi pranayama followed by one round of
alternate nostril breathing. About 10 cycles of this
pranayama can be practiced in one schedule.
The asana-pranayama schedule may be performed
once in the morning and once in the evening, each
session lasting about 45 min. During other time,
patient may lie-down on the bed in matsya-kridasana
or adavasana, whenever he/she find it comfortable. A
PDF file of pictures and a video of the entire practice
session can be sent to the mobile phone (WhatsApp/
Telegram App/ e-mail) of the patient. Though there
are many prone asanas, we prefer only those abovementioned asanas that a COVID-19 patient can
perform. Further, these asanas help in strengthening
the muscles of neck, thoracic cage and abdominal
wall and facilitate the functioning of respiratory
apparatus.[8]
As slow nostril breathing with increased duration
of expiration has been reported to promote vagal
tone while improving the sympathovagal balance,[9]
the increased duration of expiration in Pal’s slow
pranayama schedule will further potentiate the vagal
tone. Increased vagal tone is known to improve
oxygenation and pulmonary functions in hypoxic
human beings.[10] Further, in slow breathings, the
more expansion of chest wall and increased afferent
discharge from thoracic cage and lungs will improve
the vagal control of the breathing.
It has been documented that SARS-CoV-2 virus
targets two genes, Angiotensin converting enzyme
2 (ACE2) and Transmembrane protease, serine 2
(TMPRSS2) that are widely distributed in cells of
respiratory tract, which encodes the main receptor
protein to enter the human cells.[11] Studies have
revealed that both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 are
expressed by cells in the olfactory epithelium that
houses olfactory sensory neurons and a variety of
supporting cells. It is further observed that two
specific cells that include sustentacular cells, which
wrap around sensory neurons and are thought to
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provide structural and metabolic support to the neurons and the basal
cells, which act as stem cells that regenerate the olfactory epithelium
after damage, express both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 genes. Also, it has been
proposed that SARS-CoV-2 does not directly infect neurons but may
instead interfere with brain and other neurological functions by affecting
vascular cells in the neural tissues.[12] As slow pranayamas improve blood
supply and oxygenation of the organs, it is expected that the vascular
functions of the respiratory system and functions of cells of mucosal
epithelium of respiratory tract will be improved by Pal’s pranayama and
this will prevent the SARS-CoV-2 virus to affects the cells of respiratory
system.
It is reported that fear, nervousness, anxiety and sleep disorders are
common in COVID-19 patients.[13] Therefore, we expect that asanapranayama practice will not only prevent respiratory complications in
COVID-19 patients, but also will prevent development of psychosomatic
distress in them.
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